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Following the return of the adidas NMD OG release, the Three Stripes will be debuting the adidas NMD XR1 OG later this Spring
2017.
Advertisment 
This ��OG�� iteration of the adidas NMD XR1 features a Core Black Primeknit upper, with a matching Black cage. A full-length
White Boost midsole with Red and Blue EVA tabs to keep it as OG as possible. Finishing off the look is a White back heel tab and
Black rubber outsole.
adidas NMD XR1 OG Release Date 
Look for the adidas NMD XR1 Primeknit OG to release on May 20th at select adidas Originals retailers and adidas.com. The retail
price tag is set at $150 USD.
adidas NMD XR1 OG
Core Black/Core Black/Footwear White
BY1909
May 20, 2017
$150 
RELATED: adidas NMD Release Dates

UPDATE: On-feet images of the adidas NMD XR1 Primeknit OG via Asphalt Gold.

UPDATE: adidas Originals releases official images of the NMD XR1 OG.

Source: godlvl_

after showing a pair to corduroy material to build the NMD for our shoes, photographer @sneakerprophet_ today again in the
Instagram exposure on a pair of very rich features a pair of shoes with metal reflecting "three bar" Logo Ultra Boost. From the vamp's
and Primeknit textures, this new color is not the latest 3 version. In the design of the use of light gray as the main tune, while the two
sides with the light, emitting a psychedelic color of the metal texture, "three bars" Logo has become the highlight of the whole pair of
shoes. Unfortunately, there is no specific release information about the new colors, and like friends, we can pay more attention to our
follow-up reports. 
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